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Abst ract  
Stability of the pseudospectral Chebychev collocation solution of the two-dimensional coustic wave problem with 
absorbing boundary conditions is investigated. The continuous one-dimensional problem with one absorbing boundary and 
one Dirichlet boundary has previously been shown to be far from normal. Consequently, the spectrum of that problem 
says little about the stability behavior of the solution. Our analysis proves that the discrete formulation with Dirichlet 
boundaries at all boundaries i near normal and hence the formulation with absorbing boundaries at all boundaries, either 
for one-dimensional or two-dimensional wave propagation, is not far from normal. The near-normality follows from the 
near-normality of the second-order derivative pseudospectral differential operator. Further, the nearness to normality is 
independent of the boundary discretization. Stability limits on the timestep are, however, dependent on the boundary 
operator, with an explicit Euler method having the most restrictive condition. The Crank-Nicolson implementation has a 
stability limit the same as the Dirichlet formulation. Furthermore, in this case the restriction scales by l/v/-2 in moving from 
one dimension to two dimensions, exactly as in the central finite difference approximation. Numerical results confirm the 
predicted values on allowable timesteps obtained from a spectral analysis, for both Chebychev- and modified-Chebychev- 
implementations. We conclude that the spectrum of the evolution operator is informative for predicting the behavior of 
the numerical solution. 
Keywords." Pseudospectral Chebychev; Absorbing boundaries; Pseudospectrum; Stability; Wave equation 
AMS classification." 65M05; 65M10; 86-08; 35L05 
I. Introduction 
The numerical simulation of wave propagation phenomena requires a technique to eliminate spu- 
rious reflections from the numerical boundaries of the domain. Typically, in finite difference codes, 
this is achieved by the imposition of artificial boundary conditions which have been designed to 
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absorb incident waves at the boundary, see, e.g., [3, 5, 6]. But for pseudospectral solutions the out- 
going waves are usually absorbed by the application of damping layers around the physical domain 
[7, 8]. This approach is very expensive in terms of both memory and computation requirements. 
Recently, however, Renaut and Frrhlich investigated the use of first-order one-way wave equations, 
dependent on the speed of the wave in the medium, as absorbing boundary conditions in conjunction 
with the pseudospectral Chebychev solution of the two-dimensional (2D) wave equation [12]. There 
the effectiveness of the method, in particular when a stretching transformation [8] is applied to the 
spatial domain, is demonstrated. 
This success might be considered surprising in light of a study by Driscoll and Trefethen of the 
one-dimensional (1D) wave operator with one absorbing boundary and one Dirichlet boundary [4]. In 
that paper Driscoll and Trefethen demonstrated that the matrix operator describing the 1D system is 
highly nonnormal, and hence that spectral analysis of the system would have limited value. Here the 
discrete pseudospectral operator describing both the 1D and 2D formulation of the wave propagation 
problem is investigated. Our results show, contrary to the continuous formulation, that a spectral 
analysis is of use in determining stability limitations of the discrete formulation when all boundaries 
are implemented as absorbing boundary conditions. 
In the next section the numerical methods used for the solution of the acoustic wave-propagation 
problem are presented. For the purpose of the stability analysis, the numerical method is reformu- 
lated as a system of first-order ecurrence relations in time, wn+~=Aw n, where A describes all the 
operations of spatial differentiation. The normality of the operator A for several discretizations of 
the one-way wave equations (OWWE) is considered and limits on the time-steps suitable for stable 
solutions determined. These limits are confirmed numerically. Thus the limited nonnormality of A 
is insignificant and a spectral analysis does provide reliable estimates for stability. This conclusion 
is reached for all the boundary implementations considered, and for solutions on a spatial domain 
both with and without a stretching operation applied. 
The spectral analysis is also performed for the solution of the wave propagation problem with 
Dirichlet(D) boundary conditions. It is proved that the stability in this case can be determined 
depending on the eigenvalues of the second-order pseudospectral derivative operator and that near- 
normality follows from the near-normality of this operator. Also the bounds on stable timesteps for 
two-dimensional nd one-dimensional operators k2D and kiD, respectively, satisfy klD=V~k2D. This 
is precisely the result obtained using second-order central differences to the second-order derivative 
operator applied with Dirichlet boundary conditions. For both backward Euler (BE) and Crank- 
Nicolson (CN) discretizations of the OWWE absorbing boundaries, it is seen that the restrictions 
on timestep are no worse than those imposed by the Dirichlet boundary conditions. In fact with BE 
larger timesteps can be taken. On the contrary, however, forward Euler (FE) imposes more severe 
restrictions on the timestep. 
2. Formulation 
2.1. Pseudospectral method 
Acoustic wave propagation on an unbounded omain is simulated by the solution of the wave 
equation 
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Utt=C2(Uxx ~- Uyy), (2.1) 
on the artificially bounded omain g2={(x, y): - 1 <x < 1, -1 < y < 1}, together with one-way wave 
equations applied as absorbing boundary conditions on 3(2: 
(a) u t -  CUx=O, x=0, 
(b) ut + CUx=O, x=l,  (2.2) 
(c) ut - CUy=O, y=0, 
(d) ut + CUy=O, y=l .  
The pseudospectral-Chebychev solution of (2.1) with (2.2), as described fully in [12], replaces (2.1) 
and, as example, (2.2a) by 
u~ +1 - 2u~ + u~-'=c2At2(Dxx + Dyy)U•., (2.3) 
ug+l=u~ q- cAt[O(Dxu); +1 q- (1 - O)(Dxu)"o] , (2.4) 
respectively. Here the operators Dx, D~ and Dyy are approximate first- and second-order differential 
operators in x and y, as appropriate, which are obtained by Chebychev collocation, [1]. The notation 
u/j represents he numerical value of the solution u at the grid point (xi, yj) and (D,u)~ denotes the 
application of the operator D, to u and evaluated at grid point (xi, y j). The superscript n indicates 
the value of the solution u at time level nat, where At is the timestep. Eq. (2.4) is the application 
of the 0-method for the time-integration f Eq. (2.2a). When 0 ¢ 0 (2.4) is implicit but an explicit 
solution of (2.3) with (2.4) can be found algebraically if (2.3) is always updated before (2.4) [12]. 
1 The general form of (2.4) allows for forward Euler, 0-0, Crank-Nicolson, 0-- 5 and backward Euler 
0=1. 
In [12] the stability of the numerical method described by Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) for timesteps of 
O(1/N 2) was justified by a heuristic argument based on the eigenvalues of the Chebychev operator 
Dxx. Further, it was argued that the forward Euler method would require a more restrictive timestep 
than Crank-Nicolson because of the bounded stability domain of the forward Euler method. Here 
these statements are made precise by analyzing the amplification operator of the time recurrence 
relation. For this it is convenient to first look at the equivalent I D problem. 
2.2. Stability o f  1D wave propagation with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
The one-dimensional problem, obvious from (2.1) and (2.2) is solved using (2.3) and (2.4) (a) 
and (b). To analyze the stability of the method a new variable v n is introduced so that (2.3) becomes 
un+l=2u n -- V n q- (cZAtZ)(Dxxu")i. (2.5) 
Suppose zero boundary conditions, then (2.5) is equivalent to the system 
w "+l-Aw", (2.6) 
where w"=(u", v n)x and the operator A is given by 
A----(~ O ' ) "  (2"7) 
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Here B=2I + k2/), where k=cAt and /) is the matrix D~ with first and last columns and rows 
removed. For a discretization given by the points xi, O<~i<~N, the blocks in A have size (N-  
1) x (N - 1). A necessary condition for the eigenvalue stability of the iteration defined by (2.6) is 
therefore p(A)<. 1, where p(A) denotes the spectral radius of matrix A [13]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the spectral radius of £) is given by ~. Then p(A)~<l if and only if 
kv/~<2. (2.8) 
Proof. Suppose that (2,x) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pai of the matrix A and 250 .  Then for 
x:(u, v) T, partitioned consistently with A, 
Bu - v:2u, 
Therefore 
,~3V -- V =22V 
u=2v. 
and Bv= ( 2 + ~ ] v. 
Let #----(2 + (1/2)), then #EA(B), where A(B) denotes the spectrum of the matrix B. But now, 
because B=2I + k2/9, det (B -  pJ)=0 is equivalent to 
det ( / ) - (P ;22)1)=0 
and (#-  2)/k2--~ where ~EA(/)). Therefore the eigenvalues of A are related to those o f / )  via the 
quadratic equation 
22 - (~k 2 + 2)2 + 1=0. 
This equation has roots 21,22 such that 2122=1. Therefore p(A) ~< 1 if and only if (~k 2 + 2) 2 - 4 ~<0 
which is equivalent to (2.8) using the fact that the eigenvalues o f / )  are real and negative [16]. [] 
The next corollary then immediately follows from the results in [16], Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. In the limit as N tends to infinity the spectral radius of A satisfies p(A)<<, 1 if and 
only if 
2 (4725) 1/4 ~ 9.105 
k<~N2\ 11 J N 2 
Note that this assumes the Chebychev-extrema areused to generate the collocation grid. Similar 
results hold for methods based on the use of collocation at either Chebychev or Legendre zeros. 
Whether or not Corollary 1 can be usefully applied to determine a stable timestep for integration 
in (2.5) is a provocative question and cannot be answered without consideration of the normality 
or nonnormality of the matrix A. It was indicated in the Introduction that the absorbing boundary 
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problem as studied by Driscoll and Trefethen [4] is highly nonnormal and that therefore a spec- 
tral analysis would be potentially uninformative. How does this conclusion relate to the discrete 
formulation described here? 
2.3. Stability 
In the previous section the eigenvalue stability of Eq. (2.6) was discussed. The extent of the 
separation between the requirements of eigenvalue stability and Lax-stability has, however, been made 
very evident in recent years [14]. Lax-stability, which addresses the convergence of the numerical 
solution to its exact counterpart at fixed time t as both grid and timestep are reduced, requires 
power-boundedness of the family of operators defining the system. In other words, if (2.6) is made 
more precise by making the dependence of A on the grid and the timestep explicit, 
w "+l-AN,kw n, (2.9) 
Lax-stability is defined by 
IIA"N, klI<<.C for all N,n such that nk<.T. (2.10) 
Here T is some time, C is a constant such that C=C(T),  and k depends on N. This contrasts with 
the requirement of eigenvalue-stability 
IIA"N, klI<~C for all n and fixed N and k, (2.11) 
which is power-boundedness a  n---~cc of the operator AN, k for a fixed grid and timestep. Unless 
the operators {AN, k} are normal, condition (2.11) is necessary but not sufficient for Lax-stability. 
Therefore before it can be asserted that Theorem 1 provides any information about the stability of 
the system (2.6) the degree of nonnormality of A has to be determined. Equivalently, stability can 
be examined via a study of the pseudo-eigenvalues of the operators {AN, k} [11, 15]. 
Definitions. Given AcC N×N and e>0 the e-pseudo-spectrum of A is the set 
A~(A):={zCC: z is an eigenvalue ofA +E,  with EcC N×N and LIEII2~}. 
A number 2~EA~(A) is called an e-pseudoeigenvalue of A. Equivalently 
A~(A)={zCC: I[(zI -A)- I [[  ~>~-1) 
where ( z I -  A) -1 is the resolvent. 
Let A denote the open disk in the complex plane 
Izl<l}, 
and, given a point zEC and a set X c_ C, denote the distance function by 
dist (z,X):=inf{I [z - x I [2: x~Y'}. 
Then the connection between power-boundedness of matrix operators and pseudo-eigenvalues is made 
clear in the version of the Kreiss-Matrix theorem presented in [10, 11]. 
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Theorem 2. Let {A~} be a family of matrices or bounded linear operators of dimensions N~ <<. oo. 
I f  the powers of these matrices atisfy 
IIA~"II2<C for all n>~O (2.12) 
for some constant C, independent of v, then their e-pseudoeigenvalues {2~} satisfy 
dist(k~,A)<<.Ce for all e>~O. (2.13) 
Conversely, (2.13) implies 
IlAglle~<2e min{Nv, n}C for all n>0.  (2.14) 
In other words, ignoring the factor in front of C in (2.14), (2.13) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the power-boundedness of the operators {A~}. This translates therefore to the condition 
that for stability it is the eigenvalues of A~ + E which should lie in A, and not just those of Av. 
Now when zEA(A) I I(zI -A )  -1 [I can be thought of as infinite and for z q~ A(A) and A normal 
1 
I I(zI - A)-I[I - dist (z, A(A))" 
Therefore when A is normal the e-pseudospectra are closed nested e-balls around the spectra of A. 
The extent to which the e-pseudospectra are larger than these e-balls provides an indication of the 
nonnormality of A; and equivalently an indication of the sensitivity of eigenvalues of A with respect 
to perturbations of A. 
Now it has been demonstrated that the matrix/)  occurring in (2.7) is very close to normal [14]. In 
particular, its eigenvalues are quite well conditioned, and important differences between Lax-stability 
and eigenvalue stability do not arise. Does this conclusion also apply for matrix A? Investigation 
of the sensitivity of the eigenvalues of A and the norm of the resolvent of A demonstrates this is 
indeed still true. 
A measure of the sensitivity of an eigenvalue 2i of a matrix, to perturbations in the matrix, is 
given by its condition number: 
1 
x( ,~; )  = - -  
ly , "x , l  ' 
where Yi and x~ are the unit left and right eigenvectors associated with 2~, respectively. It can be seen 
from the proof of Theorem 1 that the right eigenvector x of matrix A for eigenvalue 2 is given by 
x = (2u, u) T where u is the right eigenvector of B corresponding to eigenvalue (2 + (1/2)). Similarly, 
y=(-) .v ,v)  T is the left eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for the matrix B. Note that for stability, by 
Theorem 1, [2[ 2= 1 and therefore 2+ (1 /2 )=2Re2=2cos0 ,  for 2=e i°. 
Suppose now that u and v are unit eigenvectors, [lull2 = []v[12 = 1, then the unit eigenvectors of A 
are y/v~ and x/x~2 and 
, 
,c(,z ) - --~ -~ vHu = l sin OI IvHul - [ sin Olx(/~) 
But ~(p)= ~:(~), where ~EA(L)) yields K(2)= ~(~)/[ sin 0] and therefore differences between Lax- 
stability and eigenvalue stability for system (2.6) depend on [sin0[ and ~:(~), or on x(#) and 
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I sin01, where I s in0l = v/1 - ~z/4. For stability, moreover, 1 - / . t2 /4>0 requires -2</~<2,  and 
choosing the timestep k such that -2  4- 2~ < # < 2 - 20~, for small positive ~, 0 < ~ < o7 < 1 ensures 
1 < 1/~/[1 -/~2/4] < 1/~/[0~(2 - 0Q]. Therefore 
Kmax(]2) ~:(,t) < 
~/~(2 - ~)' 
where •max(#)= maxallu{K(#)}, and we deduce that for the timestep away from its stability bounds 
the sensitivity, or lack thereof, of an eigenvalue of A, is determined by the sensitivity of the related 
eigenvalue of £): 
Theorem 3. For the system (2.6) with system matrix (2.7), the e-pseudoeigenvalues of the opera- 
tors {AN, k} lie within O(e(00) of A if and only if the timestep k satisfies 20~<k2lel <2(2 -  ~) for 
all eEA(D). 
This result is now reinforced by analysis of the norm of the resolvent of A. 
Lemma 4. For system (2.6) with system matrix (2.7) 
[](A - / ] j ) - i  11~ = I](B _ ~t / ) - i  [1~ = [l(k2/~ _ {i)-~[1~, (2.15) 
where 2 f~ A(A), # = 2 + 1/2 and ~ = # - 2. 
Proof. The method of proof follows that in [9]. First observe that for 2 q~ A(B) (A -2 I )  has the 
block LU decomposition 
(A-M)----  (B -2 /  0 I I )  (I0 - (B -M) - '  "~ (B  - -  /7~/)--1 __ ~ )  • 
Therefore (A - 2/) is invertible and II(A - 2 / ) - '112  is well-defined provided (B - 2/) -1 - 2/ is 
invertible. Now recall that 
II(A - 2/)-~11~ = max I[(A - 2/)-'z11~ ---- max []x[[~ 
=~o Ilzll~ x¢o II(A - 2 / )x l l~  
Then for x = (2u, u) x 
and 
(1 4- I~l~)llull~ (1 + I~1~'~ I I (A -  2/)-1112 = max ,,¢o I.ZI~II(B_./)ulI~ \ ~17 j l I (B - ,~) - ' I I~ .  
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In the same way 
1 
II(B - p J ) - I  ll2 = II(k=z5 - ~1)-'11~ = ~l l (Z5 - z / ) - l l [~  
forz=¢/k2. [] 
Now, with the assumption that/3 is not far from normal dist(z, A(/))) provides a lower bound 
for [[(/3- zI)-'l12 and hence 
I1 + 1412] 1/2 1 
L- J 
But for stability the eigenvalues of A have modulus 1 and by Theorem 3 the e-pseudoeigenvalues 
lie within O(e(~)) of A. Hence [(1 + I,~12)/1~12] ~/2~ v~. Moreover, 
1 1 
i> k 2 dist(z,A(D)) 2dist(2,A(A)) 
1 
I I(A - ~J)- l l  1/> v~ dist (2, A(A))" 
Thus the near-normality of A follows immediately from (2.15). 
2.4. Absorbin9 boundary conditions for the 1D case 
The system matrix A in (2.6) is modified when the absorbing boundary conditions (2.2) (a) and 
(b) are introduced. Specifically, the equations 
(a) u~+'=2u~-v~+k2(Dxxun)i , l <~i <<.N-1, 
(b) ug +l " =u0 + k[O(Oxu)g +' + (1 - O)(Oxu)g], (2.15) 
(C)  U~V+I = UNn _ k[O(Oxu)nN+l .~_ (1  - O)(OxU)nN], 
are solved, for which the system to be solved is 
(CON+, ON+l)w"+l=( B I I N ,  IN+I -/N+I) w" 'ON+l  (2.16) 
Here ON+I and IN+~ denote the zero and identity matrices of order N + 1, respectively, iN+I is IN+I 
with the first and last rows set to zero. To describe matrices C and B, define ei to be the ith unit 
eigenvector, (ei)j = 6 o, 0 <~j <<.N. The rows of the first-order derivative Chebychev collocation matrix 
are denoted by dry, O<~i<<.N. Matrix B1 is obtained from the matrix 2IN+1 + k2D,~ by replacing the 
first and last rows according to 
(nor + (1 -- O)kd~ / 
g l  = , (2.17) 
\eT -- (1B~_ O)kd T ] 
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where/~l is obtained from rows 2 to N of 2IN+1 + k2D,=. Similarly, 
[ e0 T - 0kd~ '~ 
= I IN-1 T I -  
C \eTN +Okd/v,I 
(2.18) 
Here w n+l = Aw n where 
~= (C-1Wl --C- IlN+I 
IN+I ON+I ) .  (2.19) 
The spectrum and normality of this matrix have been examined numerically. Results are reported 
in Section 3 and demonstrate hat the perturbation of the system matrix caused by the introduction 
of the absorbing boundary condition does not degrade its normality and consequently its spectrum 
adequately explains the stability properties. Note that the system to be solved in the case when one 
boundary is Dirichlet and one an absorbing boundary condition is now also easily obtained. This is 
then the discrete formulation of the continuous case analyzed in [4]. Its spectrum and normality is 
also examined numerically. 
2.5. Absorbing boundary conditions for the 2D case 
The pseudospectral formulation of the complete 2D system described by (2.1) and (2.2) is obtained 
from Eq. (2.3) with the generalization f (2.4) to all four boundaries. These equations do not describe 
the comers uniquely. Therefore the comers are updated by averaging. This produces, e.g., at the x = 0, 
y = 0 comer 
U t -- lC(Ux AI- Uy) = O, 
which is implemented in the obvious way by the 0-method. A more natural choice replaces the factor 
12 by @2 in this equation, see [3]. Numerical tests indicate, however, that the former choice has better 
stability properties when the explicit 0-method is chosen. With backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson 
no difference can be observed. The system matrix for the 2D formulation has again been evaluated 
numerically. 
First, however, consider the Dirichlet case. For zero boundary conditions the operator A occurring 
in (2.6), now denoted by Am, has a similar form except hat the matrix/) is replaced by the matrix 
/~ which gives the sum of the x- and y-second derivatives of u at a given point. As in the finite 
difference (FD) case/~ is a block matrix but unlike the FD case all blocks are nonzero. Specifically, 
the block ij of/~ is given by 
L'ij =( / )o I  + 3oD), 1 <~i,j<.N - 1, (2.20) 
where/)o is the i,j element o f / )  and 30- is the Kronecker delta. It can immediately be concluded 
from Theorem 1 that p(A2o)<<.l if and only if k~/~m<~2 where now ~2i) is the spectral radius of 
the matrix E. For a second-order central difference FD approximation to the second derivative, the 
spectral radius of the two-dimensional matrix satisfies ~2D---2~ so that time-steps are restricted in 
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the two-dimensional case by a further factor 1/x/~. The same restriction holds for the pseudospectral 
approximations. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that the spectral radius of if) is given by ~. Then p(A2D)~ 1 if and only if 
Further, the e-pseudoeigenvalues of the operators {A2D, k} lie within O(e(~)) of A if and only if 
~<k21~[ <2 - c~ for all ~EA(D). 
Proof. The proof follows exactly as for the statement of Theorem 1 after showing that ~2D = 2~. 
Suppose that (2,u) and (#,w) are eigenvalue-eigenvector pai s for /). Form the vector x= (u T 
Wl,UTW2, UTW3,...,uTwN_I) T, where wj denotes the jth component of vector w. Then it is easy to 
see that J~x= (2+#)x  so that the pair (2+/~,x) forms an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for/~. Further, 
all eigenvalue-eigenvector pai s for E can be obtained in this way. Therefore p(/~)= 2p(/)). Fur- 
thermore, K(2 +/~) = x(2)x(/~) and the condition of the eigenvalues of A follows from the condition 
of the eigenvalues of /3 in the same way as it did in Theorem 3. [] 
2.6. The transformed operator 
It was shown in [12] that the use of a transformation introduced by Kosloff and Tal Ezer [8] allows 
the use of timesteps of O(N -1 ) rather than O(N-2). Therefore, the final class of matrices considered 
in this paper are those obtained as a result of this transformation. Specifically, the collocation points 
are transformed using 
sin-l(~zi) 
X i = g(Zi ,  0~) = • --1 ' 
sin 
-l~<xi~<l, O<.i<.N, 0<o~<1 
and zi = -cos(in~N), 0<<,i<~N. Here ~ is a parameter of the sketching function, which we have taken 
here as cos(n/N) to give maximum resolution of waves on the grid. Differentiation is accomplished 
via the chain rule so that the first-order and second-order derivatives/)1 and/)2 are given by 
Ol =ADx and /)2=AXOxx +BDx. 
Matrices A and B are diagonal with entries 
1 g"(zi, ~) 
Aii  - -  - -  Bii - -  ! g (zi, ~) g'(zi, ~)3" 
The system matrices in each case take the same form as in the previous sections except hat the 
one-dimensional and two-dimensional operators are the appropriate transformed operators D1 and/)2. 
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Further, Theorems 1 and 4 remain the same except that the spectral radius of  £3 is replaced by that 
of  the transformed/5.  
3. Numerical verification of stability 
From Theorem 1 the maximum value of  cAt for the system (2.6) can be estimated, but for (2.19) 
the maximum value has to be found numerically. A numerical search was employed to find the 
maximum value of  k for which the spectral radius of  the matrix A occurring in the system (2.19) is 
bounded by 1. These predicted values of  k are reported in Table 1 for the 1D case and Table 2 for 
the 2D case. In the latter the search was carried out only for small N, because of  both memory and 
computational cost. These results predict that the timestep is most restricted when the forward Euler 
implementation of  the 0-method is used, confirming the results in [12]. For small N the ratio klD/k2o 
is graphed in Figs. 1 and 2, for scaled and unsealed matrices, respectively. The value klD----V/-2k2D 
for the Dirichlet case is confirmed. Further, for Crank-Nicolson the same ratio is seen. The reduction 
in timestep from 1D to 2D is greater for both backward Euler and forward Euler methods. From 
these ratios k2D can be predicted for larger N using kiD. 
Table 1 
Predicted kiD 
Scaled Unsealed Weiderman 
&Trefethen 
N FE CN BE D FE CN BE D 
8 0.1270 0 .1835 0 .2015 0 .1835 0 .0707 0.1366 0 .1924 0 .1366 0.1420 
16 0 .0579 0.0832 0 .0889 0 .0832 0.0181 0.0355 0.0511 0.0355 0.0355 
24 0 .0373 0.0537 0 .0570 0.0537 0.0081 0.0159 0 .0229 0 .0159 0.0158 
32 0.0274 0 .0396 0 .0419 0 .0396 0 .0046 0 .0090 0 .0129 0.0090 0.0040 
48 0.0179 0 .0259 0 .0275 0 .0259 0 .0020 0.0040 0 .0058 0 .0040 0.0040 
63 0 .0135 0 .0196 0 .0207 0.0196 0 .0012 0.0023 0.0033 0 .0023 0.0023 
Table 2 
Predicted k2D 
Scaled Unsealed 
N FE CN BE D FE CN BE D 
10 0.0723 0.0998 0.1071 0.0998 0.0295 0.0630 0.0846 0.0630 
11 0.0648 0.0895 0.0957 0.0895 0.0245 0.0524 0.0705 0.0524 
12 0.0587 0.0810 0.0865 0.0810 0.0206 0.0442 0.0596 0.0442 
13 0.0538 0.0741 0.0789 0.0741 0.0176 0.0378 0.0510 0.0378 
14 0.0494 0.0682 0.0725 0.0682 0.0152 0.0327 0.0441 0.0327 
15 0.0457 0.0632 0.0671 0.0632 0.0132 0.0285 0.0385 0.0285 
23 0.0287 0.0397 0.0420 0.0397 0.0057 0.0122 0.0165 0.0122 
27 0.0242 0.0335 0.0353 0.0335 0.0041 0.0089 0.0120 0.0089 
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In Table 3 the k2D are compared with the observed maxima given in [12] for the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme. The values are in good agreement given that the numerical search for klD was carded out 
only to a relative error 10 -3 and that the observed results are to two significant figures. This close 
agreement supports the hypothesis that the system matrices are close to normal. Table 4 reports 
observed and predicted timesteps for both backward Euler and forward Euler methods. 
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Table 3 
Comparison of observed k2D with predicted k2D for Crank-Nicolson 
255 
N k2D Observed k2D Predicted 
Scaled Unscaled Scaled Unscaled 
15 0.0620 0.028 0.063 0.028 
31 0.0280 0.0066 0.029 0.0067 
49 0.0180 0.0026 0.018 0.0027 
63 0.0138 0.00162 0.014 0.0017 
Table 4 
Observed and predicted k2D 
N k2D Observed k2D Predicted 
FE BE FE BE 
Scaled Unscaled Scaled Unscaled Scaled Unscaled Scaled Unscaled 
13 0.0588 0.0234 0.0788 0.0510 0.0538 0.0176 0.0789 0.0510 
15 0.0502 0.0176 0.0670 0.0384 0.0457 0.0132 0.0671 0.0385 
23 0.0314 0.0076 0.0418 0.0164 0.0287 0.0057 0.0420 0.0165 
Table 5 
Commutator and condition of normalized eigenvectors of 1D system matrix, N = 31 
Scaled Unscaled 
FE CN BE D FE CN BE D 
klD 0.0279 0.0404 0.0429 0.0404 0.0044 0.0090 0.0133 0.0094 
x(V) 1.3 × 103 3.3 × 102 1.9 x 102 3.2 x 101 1.2 × 104 8.5 × 104 2.2 × 103 2 × 102 
C(A) 0.69 0.95 0.98 0.69 0.78 0.98 0.99 0.77 
Table 6 
Commutator and condition of normalized eigenvectors of 1D system matrix with Dirichlet 
at one boundary and an absorbing boundary at the other, N = 31 
FE CN BE 
kid 0.0046 0.0090 0.0090 
x(V) 3.7 × 104 5.0 × lO s 1.2 × 104 
C(A) 0.80 0.98 0.96 
To further support he claim that the system matrices are near-normal  several numer ica l  tests were 
carried out. Note that from Theorems 2 and 5 the normal i ty  of  the system matrix in the Dirichlet 
case depends on the normal i ty  of  the second-order differential operator / ) .  Values of  the commutator  
cfb)  = I IbTb -/)bT115/llbTD112 and the condit ion x (V)  o f  the matrix o f  normal ized eigenvectors 
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of/3 were reported in [12]. These quantities measure, to a limited extent, see [2], the nonnormality 
of/3. In this case they suggest hat/3 is very near-normal and further that for the transformation 
described in Section 2.6/3 is closer to normal. 
Theorems 2 and 5, however, do not say anything about the nonnormality of A in relation to the 
nonnormality of /3 when absorbing boundary conditions are incorporated. In Tables 5 and 6 values 
for C(A) and x(VA) at stability limits kiD for both scaled and tmscaled methods and N=31 are 
given. It can be seen that the Dirichlet case gives the least nonnormality as expected. But also in 
no case can the scaled system matrices be considered to be severely nonnormal. Comparing Table 6 
with the unscaled results shown in Table 5, it is apparent that the use of one Dirichlet boundary 
condition in conjunction with one absorbing boundary condition causes greater nonnormality. The 
normality is also investigated by finding the spectral radius of the system matrices subject to a 
random perturbation. In particular, in Figs. 3-7 the spectral radii of the system matrices ubject o 
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random matrix perturbations of order e, e = 10-1°,..., 10 °, averaged over 50 and 10 evaluations for 
the 1D and the 2D cases, respectively, are plotted. The graphs in Figs. 3-5 and in Figs. 6 and 7 
are for the 1D N=31 and for the 2D N=23 cases, respectively. Significant differences between 
the methods are not seen, but it is observed that the spectra of the 2D matrices are less sensitive to 
perturbation, as expected. It can be concluded that in all cases the scaled matrices are nearly normal 
and that the predicted bounds kiD and k2D should be good estimates in these cases. Moreover, without 
scaling of the matrices the backward Euler discretization leads to a system matrix closer to normal 
than with Euler or Crank-Nicolson discretizations. 
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Finally, in Fig. 8, the ratios, kSD/Nk~ s, are plotted. These confirm the larger klD for the transformed 
matrices. Note also that to estimate k2D from kiD because of the near-normality of the amplification 
operators the relationship kiD = rk2D can be used. Here r = x/~ for both Dirichlet and Crank-Nicolson 
and approximately 1.42, 1.51, 1.36, 1.56 for BE, scaled and unsealed and FE scaled and unsealed, 
respectively. 
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